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Posted on 10/05/09 at 6:57pm

Parsing on average 500+ news pieces on an almost daily basis and trying to

keep up with the continuously growing stack of yet unread books I begin to

feel a little bored of this perma-diet of geopolitical, local and economic news

that are modern history.

While I have the highest respect for writers like Joseph Stiglitz, Jeffrey Sachs,

Noam Chomsky, Eric Hobsbawm, George Soros, Michael Panzner, Jean Ziegler and

the Viennese school of economics I am still deeply worried.

All those named and so many others may excel in analysing the crisis. This was not a

difficult task as this modest blog has been proving since April 2005, this being post

#694.

But my main worry is that there is a huge gap in terms of practical solutions. One may

get the big picture why things have happened as they have by reading some 200 or

more websites everyday (I have long stopped paying for newspapers or magazines.)

I may infuriate one or the other thinker in this world but I include myself in my

criticism: There are lots of good analysts around explaining very clearly our current

global, national and local problems but I very rarely catch some online or other

literature that would deliver solutions to the hundreds of gargantuan problems we

face.

Having long given up to find such solutions with politicians who are mainly interested

in pork for their constituencies and who do not have very much time in their 4-year

circles of which they spend half the time trying to ensure their reelection it becomes

frustrating that there is only a handful of futurists that deliver marginal insights how

humanity will govern its civilised survival in the near to medium term future.

Staying with my very bearish economic outlook the only relief I have found so far

comes from Ray Kurzweil's book "The Singularity is near." Kurzweil proves that people

tend to extend the growth of knowledge on a linear basis whereas human knowledge

actually grows exponentially.

Thousands of think tanks are of no help to tackle future problems either. Most of

them, from Tavistock to the Cato institute limit their potential with dogmatic statutes.

I won't even touch the problem of the heavy imbalance of knowledge as left wing think

tanks are hopelessly outnumbered by (neo)conservative think tanks - who were the

unglamorous forethinkers that led us into the current global crisis.

Check out the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), probably the most influential of all

think tanks. Their analysis of the state of global affairs offers a sometimes brillant

guideline why and how it all happened (the Bank for International Settlements is about

on the same level) but I could not disagree more when the CFR arrives again at a

solution that has impoverished every generation since the early 18th century.

Another Fiat Reserve Currency Ain't Gonna be a Solution

Replacing Federal Reserve Notes (FRN) with another unbacked funnily coloured fiat

currency will only extend the inequalities on earth. Three centuries of failed fiat money

experiments compared with 5,700 years of a gold/silver standard only show that

modern economic scientists are looking on the world through the wrong side of their

goggles.

As long as fiat money remains the ultimate dogma for the wealthiest - the secretive

shareholders of central banks - of the wealthy we may see a rapid output of more

research papers telling us the same crap all over again.

From Rome to Britain: every empire vanished into oblivion soon after it went off the

gold standard. It is time to recognize the obvious: Unbacked money has never worked.

NOTE TO READERS: Please disagree with me and mail me your favorite think tanks,

scientists, economists and whoever else you think may be capable to leave a

distinguished foot print in the name of our continuing civilization. Find my email

address on my profile page.
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Please note that comments may take up to one hour before they get published on
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Get the government out of the
by Sally Morem on 10/05/09 9:51pm

Get the government out of the way.  Equality is overrated.  Trying to niggle equal

results out of what is essentially a chaotic system (free economy) is like trying to

mandate neatness out of weather systems.
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No economy is EVER a zero-sum game.  It either grows or shrinks.  Push for growth.
 Everyone is far better off in a growing economy.  Want proof?  Check out life in 17th

century France and compare that life to living in 21st century America.  There was an

amazing amount of growth during those 4 centuries.
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Press Releases

Novavax CEO to Present at the World Vaccine Congress
2009, Lyon, France

Hellix Announces Preliminary Athabasca Sample Assays

Drees Continues Commitment to Carmel With the Grand
Opening of Stafford Place

China Housing Announces Participation in Roth China
Conference

Canyon Services Group Inc. Increases Financing to
$50.0 Miilion

Tom Lewis Appointed Vice-President, Exploration and
Peter Theyer Appointed to Advisory Panel of Wildcat
Exploration Ltd.

Ambrilia Biopharma Provides Bi-Weekly Status Update

Graphic Packaging Announces Release Date for Third
Quarter 2009 Earnings

Microsoft Unveils New Windows Phones
WorldwideWindows phones move seamlessly from work
to play, creating new experiences through a variety of
hardware, applications and services.

General Dynamics Awarded $321 Million by U.S. Navy for
Nuclear-Submarine Support Work

Majesco Entertainment and Interactive Game Group
Release 'Jillian Michaels' Fitness Ultimatum 2010' for
Wii(TM)America's Toughest Trainer and Health and
Wellness Expert, Jillian Michaels, Returns to Wii(TM) with
an All-New Workout

CTG Ranked Eighth Largest on Modern Healthcare's
Annual List of the Top 15 Healthcare Management
Consulting Firms

National Instruments Announces More Than 8,000 Drivers
Available Through IDNet for Instrument ControlNI
Instrument Drivers Offer Solutions for Connecting NI
LabVIEW to Instruments Using GPIB, USB, PXI, PCI,
LXI, or Ethernet

UNC and Duke Energy Sign Contract to Develop Coastal
Wind Pilot Project

Southern Company, University of Alabama at Birmingham
to Partner on Greenhouse Gas Reduction Project
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